
Of knights and travelers. Here on the Sauer river
in Burscheid Plage there are chic cottage suites
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Hiking in Luxembourg - Lee Trail
The Éislek region in the north of Luxembourg is criss-crossed by
valleys and high plateaus with panoramic views, medieval castles
and idyllic villages. We hike a section of the 52-kilometer Leading
Quality Trail - Best of Europe from Bourscheid-Moulin to Hoscheid.
The entire trail can be completed in three days and leads from
Ettelbrück to Kautenbach. A hiking pleasure with 2,000 meters of
altitude, which rewards you with great views. Lee means crest in
Luxembourgish and the Escarpadenne Lee Trail offers plenty of
that.

The middle stage of the Escapardenne Lee Trail is 19 kilometers
long and, at a good 900 meters in altitude, also the most
demanding of the three sections through the Éislek region. It goes
from Bourscheid-Moulin on the Sauer to Hoscheid on the Ardennes high plateau. There are numerous
accommodation options in Burscheid-Moulin. Two hotels and cottage suites with river views and a
campground line the shore.

material

Which format do you need? A report with news value, an entertaining report, a short travel tip or a picture
gallery? At the international photo agency Alamy you can see all of Georg Berg 's photos of hiking in
Luxembourg. Clicking on one of the pictures below will take you directly to the agency picture.

Photos on the topic of the Luxembourg Ardennes –
Escapardenne Lee Trail
You should pack a packed lunch for this stage in the Luxembourg Ardennes, as there are no places to stop
for refreshments along the way. Enchanted forest paths, rocky outcrops, lonely valleys, passages with
blooming gorse and always a mountain ridge with a good view offer many picnic opportunities. The sign of
the white wave on a blue background is the trail's official logo and is a reliable companion along the entire
route. In between there are always stage signs of the Escapardenne Lee Trail. Despite the good signage, it is
advisable to turn on a hiking app as your own backup. Hover your cursor over a photo to see more
information.
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Texts on hiking in Luxembourg
Moselle, Minett or Müllerthal - Luxembourg City or the Éislek region - the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg offers
hikers and cyclists a holiday close to nature with a nationwide free transport system and a free luggage
service. The topic of hiking in Luxembourg can be expanded to include the following aspects:

!"Truffle cultivation (host plant, cycle, truffle cultivation on a plantation)
!"Truffle hunt with dog, pig or fly?
!"The Aups Truffle Syndicate - an organized truffle trade in Provence
!"Culinary aspects (traditional truffle dishes, processing of truffles)
!"Truffles - Visit to a global player on the international truffle market

Angela Berg

January 8, 2022
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